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PN-150N D. C. NEUTRAL PLUG-IN RELAY 

* * * * * * * * * 

SERVICE SPECIFICATION 

This service specification supplements Service Manual 4551 to furnish the necessary 
information for the adjustment and calibration of the PN-150N plug-in type neutral relays. 

I. ARMATURE AIR GAP ADJUSTMENT 

Per Service Manual 4551. 

IT. ARMATURE HOLD-DOWN ARRANGEMENT 

A. General 

The armature hold-down arrangement is a magnetically operated latch which must 
pick up and clear the locking surface before the armature starts to pick up. The latch 
should be perfectly straight and free on its pivot pin and this pin must not turn in the 
bearing bracket attached to the armature. Antimony lead has been poured on one end of 
the pin at our factory to secure it. 

B. Assembly and Adjustment of Back Stop 

Assemble the back stop, strap, screws and bolt locks to the pole piece, fastening 
the back stop securely near the mid-point of its allowable adjustment. Adjust the back 
stop by bending to just touch the bottom of the latch bearing bracket on both sides with a 
No. 1 test spacer between the main stop pin and the pole piece. While doing this be cer
tain that the latch armature is not allowed to lock by placing a thin strip of paper or shim 
material between it and the locking surface of the back stop. 

Remove the No. 1 test spacer and the paper shim and adjust the back stop endwise 
until the latch locks against the back stop locking surface with the #lB test spacer from 
table No. 1 between the bottom of the armature and the back stop. ( See Fig. 1 ). 
Tighten the screws but do not lock them until after calibration. 
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With the main armature held against its back-stop and the relay energized 
sufficiently to pick up and hold the latch armature against its upper stop, adjust 
the latcp. stop so that the center of the engaging end of the armature latch is level 
with the top edge of the locking surface on the back stop. With the relay energized 
normally the latch must pick up first and not interfere with the operation of the 
main armature. 

Excessive stroke for the latch will cause it to have a low drop-away value. 

MAIN STOP PIN 

Figure 1 . . . Adjustment of Armature Back Stop, Latch, and Latch Stop. 

Tighten the screws and lock them by bending the sheet metal loc~s up around 
the sides of the screw heads. 

III. INDICATOR 

Per Service Manual 4551. 

IV. CONTACT ADJUSTMENT 

Per Service Manual 4551 except that the spacers to be used are in Table #1 
of this specification. Stops for the back contacts should be examined to see that 
they are just touching the contact springs with no trapped pressure before the back 
contacts are adjusted. Also in Section IV-D of Service Manual 4551 the #3 and #4 
test spacers per Table #1 must be held at the back stop pins by the action of gravity 
or by a small weight hung on the armature position indicator. 

V. CALIBRATION 

After the relay has been adjusted and inspected in accordance with the fore
going, it should be calibrated and checked to meet the requirements of Table #1. 
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The Drop-Away, Reverse Pick-Up, Reverse Working and Normal Working 
values should be measured as described in Sections A, B, C, and D in the following, 
starting with normal polarity on the relay. 

Normal polarity is obtained by applying positive polarity to the left hand coil 
connection ( + or +A) of the relay base as viewed from the front. 

A. Drop-Away 

Apply charge as specified in Table #2, and then gradually reduce the ener
gization until the armature drops away, opening all front contacts, and closing all 
back contacts. This is the drop-away value and should be no less than that speci
fied in Table #2. Further reduce the energization until the latch armature drops 
away from the latch stop and locks against the back stop. This value should be no 
less than that specified in Table #2. 

B. Pick-Up 

Immediately after drop-away of the latch armature, open the circuit for one 
second; again energize with the same polarity increasing until the latch armature 
picks up, then gradually increase until the main armature picks up to close all 
front contacts. The pick-up values of the latch armature and the main armature 
should not be more than the limits specified in Table #2 for latch armature Re
verse Pick-Up and Main Armature Maximum Reverse Pick-Up & Working. 

If the armature does not pick up at all, the latch has not picked up. Causes 
of this are as follows: too much trapped pressure in the back contacts; armature 
biased too strongly toward the pole pieces; operating arm not seating properly on 
the heels causing too much trapped pressure in the heels, * heels adjusted beyond 
the 0. 100" opening tolerance; latch not free on its pivot pin; latch stop not adjusted 
so that it allows the latch to pick up far enough; or damage to the free end of the 
latch or the locking surface of the back stop. 

C. Working 

Immediately after the pick-up has been measured, the current should be 
further increased, if necessary, until the armature closes against the stop pin. 
This is the Working Value and should not be greater than the value specified in 
Table #2 for Reverse Pick-Up and Working. 

D. Reverse Pick-Up and Reverse Working 

These are the energizations required to pick up the armature and close it 
against the stop pin with voltage applied to the relay in the opposite direction from 
that to which the relay was last charged. These values should be obtained imme
diately after charging the relay by reducing the current to zero, opening the circuit 
for one second, and then closing the circuit to apply current of the opposite polarity. 
The current should then be increased until the armature picks up and closes against 
the stop-pin. These values should not be greater than those specified in Table #2 
for Reverse Pick-Up and Reverse Working. 

*See Service Manual 4551, Figure 2. 
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This test should be repeated using a reverse charge applying positive polar
ity to the minus (- or -A) or right-hand coil connection of the relay base as viewed 
from tqe front. Reduce the current to zero, change the polarity so that positive 
polarity is connected to the left-hand coil connection of the relay base as viewed 
from the front. Gradually increase the current. The energization required to 
pick up the armature and move it to the stop position should likewise be no greater 
than the values specified in Table #2 for Reverse Pick-Up and Reverse Working. 

VI. SERVICE TESTS 

Per Service Manual 4551. 

VII. CHECK OF CONTACT OPENINGS 

Per Service Manual 4551. 

VIII. HOLD-DOWN FORCE 

With the relay in the normal upright position and de-energized, it should be 
possible, by applying sufficient pressure against the armature, to buckle the hor
izontal springs of the armature trunnion without causing the armature to move up 
and hit the pole piece. If it is possible to touch the armature against the pole 
piece without bending the horizontal springs, the latch is not adjusted properly or 
the angle of the locking surface of the back stop is not great enough due to wear, 
and must be replaced. 

IX. CONT ACT RESISTANCE 

Per Service Manual 4551. 

X. RELAY INDEXING 

Per Service Manual 4551. 
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Test 
No. 

1. 

IA. 

IB. 

2. 

2A. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

TABLE 1 

TESTING TABULATION SUMMARIZING ADJUSTMENT AND CALIBRATION 

Adjust using nominal spacers for tests number 1-4 for all relays. These spacers may not be changed except when the armature 
does not rest on the back stop with the relay de-energized. The minimum spacer for adjusting the back contacts may then be used, 

Relays with Old Style Heels Relays with New Style Heels 
Description Nominal Minimum Maximum Nominal Minimum Maximum Remarks 

Back Stop o. 117" ---- ---- 0. 120" 0. 118" o. 122" Main stop-pin spacer for adjustment. Armature 
touching back stop. 

Back Stop ---- 0. 115" 0.119" 0. 117" 0. 115" 0.119" Main stop-pin spacer for checking after adjusting 
latch armature. 

Latch Armature Adjustment ---- 0. 010" o. 013" 0. 018" 0. 017" 0.019" Armature raised to lock latch. Spacer between 
back stop and armature. 

Front Contact. Adjustment 0.046" ---- ---- 0. 031" 0.028" 0.034" Main stop-pin spacer. Contacts just open. 

Front Contact Adjustment 0. 043" ---- ---- 0.028" 0. 025" 0,031" Main stop-pin spacer. Contacts must close. 

Back Contact Adjustment 0. 031" 0.027" 0.031" o. 034" 0.028" o. 034" Back stop spacer. Contacts just open. 

Back Contact Compression Test 0. 028" 0. 024" 0.028" 0. 031" 0. 025" o. 031" Spacer between back stop and armature. Contacts 
must close. 

a-Front Contact Openings - --- 0.020" ---- ---- 0.020" ---- With Back Contacts just closed. 
b- Front Contact Openings ---- 0.050" ---- ---- 0.050" ---- Armature released against back stop. 
c-Front & Back Contact Openings ---- 0.005" ---- ---- 0.005" ---- With operating arms removed. 

Drop-Away ---- Table 2 ---- ---- Table 2 ---- After Charge. To open front contacts and close 
back contacts. 

Drop-Away of Latch Armature ---- Table 2 ---- ---- Table 2 ---- After Drop-Away. Reduce current until latch 
drops and locks. 

Reverse P. U. of Latch Arm. ---- ---- Table 2 ---- ---- Table 2 To allow pick-up of main armature. 

Rev. P. U. of Arm. Without Cover ---- ---- Table 2 ---- ---- Table 2 Mark Actual Value on Left Side of armature. 
( To Close Front With Cover ---- -5% +5o/r. ---- -5% +5% Permissible Variation from Actual Pick-Up 
Contacts) without Cover. 

Reverse Working ( To Stop Pin) ---- --- - Table 2 ---- ---- Table 2 

Opposite Polarity Checks ---- ---- Table 2 ---- ---- Table 2 Repeat tests 6 to 10 with opposite polarities. 
( See V-D.) 

Hold-Down Force Force about sufficient to buckle ' Force about sufficient to buckle Force on Bottom of armature to open back contacts. 
horiz. armature springs horiz. armature springs Backs must not open. 

Final Electrical Inspection Recheck Tests Nos. 6 to 11 with Cover Applied. 
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Relay 
Res is. 

in 
Ohms 

25 

100 

240 

Charge 

TABLE NO. 2 

Calibration Values for Relays with 6F-6B Low Voltage Contacts 
and with a 0. 023" Parallel Air Gap 

Latch Armature 
Main Armature Latch Armature Max. Reverse 

Min. Drop-Away Min. Drop-Away Pick-Up 
Amps. Volts Amps. Volts Amps. Volts Amps. Volts 

0.202 5.05 0.0179 0.448 0. 0119 0,299 0.0374 0.935 

0. 106 10. 6 0.0094 0.94 0.0063 0.63 0.0196 1. 96 

0.07 16.9 0.0063 1. 5 0.0042 1. 0 0.0130 3.12 

PERIODIC MAINTENANCE 

Main Armature 
Max. Reverse 

Working 
Amps. Volts 

0.0545 1. 36 

0.0285 2.85 

0.0191 4.6 

All vital relays must be inspected and tested at least every 
two (2) years. The tests and inspections are to include: 
pick-up current, drop-away current, timing of slow operating 
and timing relays, visual inspection of contacts for damage or 
misalignment, corrosion, or other contamination of parts, loose 
parts inside of cover, broken seal, and cracked or broken cover. 

All vital relays installed in locomotive or car-carried 
equipment are to be inspected and tested at least every two (2) 
years as above. In addition, every four (4) years the relays 
are to be removed from service and adjusted, repaired and 
tested. 

Relays not passing the above stated tests and inspections must 
be replaced and not returned to service until the operating 
characteristics and conditions are in accordance with us~s 
specifications • 
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